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Letter from Chennai
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HOW ABOUT AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
It is an open secret that the hospitals run by the Tamil Nadu
Medical Services are short of funds, and often have no supplies of
drugs and disposables. The staff of these hospitals are not sup-
posed to let patients know about this deficiency, and under no
circumstances is a patient to be told to buy supplies for himself
from the open market. I wrote in an earlier letter about the
nephrologist who was transferred from Chennai to Chingleput for
having breached this commandment. How a dialysis programme
can be run without dialysers and blood tubings surpasses compre-
hension. Doctors in the service are tight-lipped about this, and one
rarely hears complaints from them.

The Hindu carried a story which mentioned that doctors were
tom between their duty to their patients and the need to safeguard
their own careers. Should they ask the patient to buy medicines
and disposables from the market and give him the treatment he
needs to save his life, or should they obey orders and let him die
without telling him the reason? The report quoted one doctor: 'If
we do not do it, the patients will die. If we do it, we might be in
trouble.' The report further said that doctors were disagreeably
surprised that VIP patients were allowed to have expensive
special tests done in the government hospital and then go else-
where for treatment.

The Tamil Nadu government announced its budget in the third
week of March. The impressive figure of Rs 1079 crore for health
and family welfare works out to only about Rs 190 per capita per
year. I cannot tell you exactly what it costs the government to
perform a dialysis in a public hospital, but extrapolating from the
cost in my unit, and assuming costs would be less in the govern-
ment sector, a reasonable guess is Rs 600. A patient on dialysis
would need three dialyses a week to stay well. Again, allowing
that he may be kept alive though not in the pink of health-with
two dialyses each week, it would cost Rs 1200 a week to keep him
on dialysis, which amounts to Rs 62 400 a year. How does this
compare with that patient's budgeted provision of Rs 190? The
year's expenses of328 Tamils would be consumed by one person.
If the person goes for a renal transplant he needs to be dialysed for
some months before surgery. Investigations and operations on the
donor and recipient might amount to Rs 80 000, followed by
immunosuppression for life.

Even if azathioprine were used, it would cost about Rs 10 000
a year, so at least for the first year the expenditure would be over
Rs 100 000, amounting to the share of 526 patients. It seems clear
to me, though I have been criticized for holding this view, that the
Government of Tamil Nadu cannot afford to treat end-stage renal
disease (ESRD). We must do transplants and dialyses in govern-
ment hospitals, but the purpose would be to train postgraduate
students, and not to tackle the burden of this disease in the
community.

Should we then abandon this group of people to their fate? The
government has done nothing to tackle the problem. Around 30%
of the patients we see have chronic renal failure due to diabetic
nephropathy, and another 10% due to hypertension. Hyperten-
sion can damage the kidney by itself, and accelerate decline in
renal failure due to other causes. If only diabetes and hypertension
could be controlled from the start, ESRD would be prevented or
delayed in more than half the patients with renal failure.

What are we doing about this? Most ofIndia's millions live in
the villages and their health is in the hands of the primary health
centres (PHCs). A patient travels some kilometres to the PHC, and
then stands in a queue for hours to receive a week's supply of
medicine. Most villagers work on daily wages and lose their
income for the day. (I am being optimistic in assuming that the
PHC will have the medicine and not tell the patient that it is out
of stock.) The average rural Indian goes to the PHC when he has
a problem which prevents him from working and earning a wage
that day-a high fever or an unbearable pain. Chronic diseases are
left untreated and often undiagnosed.

The Kidney Help Trust of Chennai, working in association
with the Tulsi Rural Development Trust, has taken up a project to
prevent or delay ESRD in a rural population of 25 000 spread over
a few villages and hamlets some 60 km from the city. IThe demo-
graphics of the area have been worked out. Every person is seen
by a trained preventive and social health worker (PSHW) once a
year.' A simple questionnaire is administered to elicit a history
suggestive of renal disease or diabetes. The urine of every subject
is examined with the sulphosalicylic acid test for albumin, and
Benedict's reagent for reducing substances. Blood pressure is
recorded for every individual over the age of 5 years. All those
who test positive on any of these criteria (positive history,
albumin or glucose in the urine, or high blood pressure) are seen
by a doctor who visits the village once in two weeks. These
findings are confirmed. Blood glucose and creatinine are esti-
mated and all patients suspected to have renal disease are sent to
Chennai for investigation. Uncomplicated hypertensives and
diabetics are treated in their homes, diabetics with glibenclamide
and metforrnin, and hypertensives with reserpine, hydrallazine
and hydrochlorothiazide.

The goal of the Trust is to keep the cost of the entire exercise
low enough to be incorporated into the running costs of a PHC,
without detriment to the rest of its activities. Around 6% of the
population have hypertension, and around 3.5% have diabetes,
and the majority of patients were unaware that they had these
diseases. Monitoring is done by the PSHWs who visit the patients
in their own villages, and go to the individual's residence if the
patient does not come to the place where the PSHW sits. Control
of blood pressure has been excellent, of diabetes less so. The Trust
is encouraged by the findings of the Diabetes Control Complica-
tions Trial (DCCT)3 that a drop of 10% in haemoglobin AIC
readings reduces the risk of complications by 40%. Only 2.3% of
the population refused the services of the Trust. The annual costs
have thus far amounted to Rs 11 per capita of the population in
salaries, tests and transport, and Rs 2 per capita on medicines,
which would keep it well within the budget of a PHC. The Trust
hopes to establish a good working model which can then be
applied to the whole country for the control of these diseases. The
government should plan to take the medical worker to the patient,
if the patient will not or cannot come to the PHC. This approach
may not prevent all ESRD, but even a handful of people saved
from this fate will make the whole process worthwhile, and many
other complications of the cerebral, coronary and peripheral
vessels may be averted.

With the budget a month away, the house surgeons and medical
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students launched another of their periodic agitations for higher
pay. They also objected to the opening of private medical col-
leges. Did we not go through all this two years ago? The doctors
decided to go on strike because the Health Minister refused to
meet them, and the Health Secretary was rude to them-an
allegation which he denied. The strike commenced on 17 Febru-
ary, and followed the predictable course. The authorities insisted
on normal inpatient and outpatient services being maintained,
though this is patently impossible. The doctors dramatized their
protest by polishing shoes, cleaning cars, cutting hair and shaving
customers on the pavement outside the medical colleges, march-
ing in processions, and going on relay fasts and finally a 'fast unto
death' (no one died). They released figures which supported their
claim that they were the lowest paid of all the housemen and
postgraduates in the country. Their counterparts in Kerala, which
is the next from the bottom, earn twice as much, and Haryana pays
more than four times as much as Tamil Nadu. Finally, the Chief
Minister met them on 4 March, announced a rise in the stipend
from Rs 2500 to Rs 3300 for housemen and from Rs 2250 to Rs
4500, rising each year to a maximum of Rs 5400, for postgradu-
ates, and they quietly accepted this offer and came back to work.
The Chief Minister said this would cost the exchequer Rs 4 crore
a year, but no one sympathized with him.

'What experience and history teach is this-that people and
governments never have learned anything from history, or acted
on principles deduced from it.' (Hegel). Why do we go through
this exercise every two years? Could we not have a regular
committee to review the pay scales of junior doctors and look into
their grievances, instead of waiting for a strike? Why should the
Health Minister not have met them as soon as they asked for an
audience? Was the Health Secretary wise to have given the young
medicos the impression that he was rude? In a few years he will
be a retired man with no clout, and will perhaps have to go to one
of these very housemen, who might by then be the top expert in
the field, for his geriatric complaints.

As for the demand not to permit more self-financing medical
colleges, the Chief Minister made a statement in the assembly that
no more would be permitted, and the junior doctors accepted this
in lieu of a written agreement. Peace for the next year or two?

English-medium schools have proliferated in Chennai. The desire
for education in English has moved downscale, and even domes-
tic servants seek an English education for their children. But
parents do not know what is best for their children, says the
Government of Tamil Nadu, in the words of its advocate Mr
Shanthi Bhusan. He told a full bench of the High Court that
educationists and experts in the field know better, and they
consistently hold that teaching in the mother tongue is better for
children. People concerned with schools and education have been
exercised over this question since November last year, when the
Tamil Nadu government decreed that Tamil, or the mother tongue
of the student, be the medium of instruction in all matriculation
and primary schools in the state up to the seventh year of
schooling. The Tamil Nadu Tamil and English Schools Associa-
tion and the Tamil Nadu Nursery, Primary Matriculation and
Higher Secondary School Management Association challenged
the government order in a writ petition filed in the Madras High
Court. A number of individuals and organizations entered the fray
on both sides ofthe argument, and tempers ran high, till finally the
High Court had to issue an order stating that 'No one, either
individual or association, should make any statement either
supporting or opposing the government order till the disposal of
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the batch of writ petitions, since the court has taken cognisance of
the matter'. Arguments have been heard, and we await the
judgment of the learned court.

I was curious to know why the educationists of the city did not
agree with those cited by the government. A web search on
teaching in the mother tongue opened my eyes. There are thou-
sands of documents available, but the majority support the argu-
ments of the government. Studies from Hong Kong, South Africa
and Hyderabad establish that learning in one's mother tongue till
the seventh year of schooling gives the student a good grasp ofthe
essentials of grammar. If he starts learning English from the
seventh year of schooling, he ends up with a better knowledge of
the language. A child at the beginning of schooling picks up
sounds fast but not the language. An older child is better equipped
to learn another language. Studies from Hong Kong have shown
that 'students learn better through their mother tongue and that
students in Chinese-medium classes have outperformed those in
English-medium classes in both Chinese and English in the Hong
Kong Certificate Examination'. 'Students in English-medium
instruction schools were more passive than those in Chinese-
medium schools, typically limiting their verbal responses to short
phrases and even single words. In contrast, in the Chinese-
medium schools observed, students were active and occasionally
creative in class discussions.'

I, for one, am convinced, but difficulties obviously remain.
Our cities are becoming more cosmopolitan, and we have substan-
tiallinguistic minorities living among us. Will we be able to give
each of these groups education in their own mother tongue? There
would surely be a large enough number of, for instance, Bengali
speakers to run a Bengali-medium school, but not all of them live
in the same area, and there may not be enough of them in each
locality to fill a school. And would we not lose something if
children were not exposed to the stimulating differences of habit
and custom which arise from the rich diversity of India? Perhaps
the main advantage of an English-medium school would be that
it brings together children from different communities and lan-
guage groups, and opens communication between them at an
early age.

The Tamil Nadu government wants yet more. It has constituted
a committee under the chairmanship of the Chief Minister, to
study the possibility of adopting Tamil as the medium of instruc-
tion in certain areas of higher education such as engineering
colleges and technical institutes. Fortunately, medicine is not yet
on their list. Thailand and Japan are two countries which continue
to teach medicine in their mother tongue, and their experience
may help to guide us. Delegates from these countries are at a
disadvantage in international meetings. They may surpass del-
egates from English-speaking countries in knowledge and expe-
rience, but the great bulk of the world's medical literature is in
English, and they do not have access to it. We would need a great
translating organization to rapidly render all English language
journals and books into Tamil. This might be one way of gener-
ating jobs for the educated unemployed.

Old readers of this journal would remember that in 1993, as
reported in this series of letters, Mr Inbasagaran, the then Health
Secretary to the Government of Tamil Nadu was found to have Rs
5.44 million which he could not satisfactorily account for. The
mills of justice grind slow, but they ultimately do grind, and on
16 February Justice Sambandam found him guilty of amassing
wealth disproportionate to his known sources of income, and
sentenced him to one year of rigorous imprisonment and a fine of
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Rs 5000. You did not misread that figure. A five thousand rupee
fine for accumulating Rs 5.44 million!

Around the same time you would have read in the newspapers
of the Chinese judge who sentenced a corrupt official to be
executed for the same offence of being in possession of unac-
counted assets. Perhaps both countries should find a middle way
for punishment which fits the crime.

In a recent letter from Chennai, titled 'A Faustian Bargain', I
expressed my fears that the pharmaceutical industry might influ-
ence our prescribing habits by making us addicted to their lar-
gesse. After I wrote that letter, I conducted a continuing medical
education programme for an association of doctors. They held
their general body meeting just after the programme, and I was
invited to stay on and witness the proceedings. My worst fears
were confirmed when one of the office bearers addressed the
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members. He said a number of pharmaceutical firms had been
supporting the educational activities of the association, but there
were a number of others who had refused to do so in spite of being
asked. He named the recalcitrant firms. Should we not, he asked,
reward those who have been encouraging our academic aspira-
tions, and demonstrate our disapproval of the others, with our
prescriptions? I have not idly been crying wolf.
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